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grammes, medical meetings,
and round-the-clock information services.
Company image. The third
component of the quality mix image - was found to be less
important than perceived drug
quality and quality of service,
but was still a significant factor
in a GP's prescription choice.
The study showed that just
under 70% of GPs recognise
that a company's image influences their prescribing.

Company

ranking

What this study clearly highlights is industry's poor understanding of what shapes a GP' s
view of a product. Indeed, when
the study ranked the top 30
French pharmaceutical companies in accordance with the ratings they were given by the
interviewees, there were sorne
important discrepancies between
the two groups. For instance, the
drug manufacturers Servier and
Roussel were ranked better by
the GPs than by the industry in
terms of company, product and
service quality. For the French
subsidiary of Merck & Co the
reverse was true.
Ranking by quality mix can
obviously help a company identifY its competitive weaknesses
(Figure 3). Moreover, if this
kind of study is carried out periodically it would be possible to
measure the effects of a corrective action plan. Such a plan
would need to look carefully at
new sources of differentiation.

A competitive

edge

While the study indicates that
the perceived quality of the product is the most valued component
of the quality mix for GPs, it is
not sufficient to create strong
competitive advantage. The current proliferation of me too products - chemically and clinically
similar - means that product
quality, on its own, is unable to
provide sufficient differentiation.
To date, for example, there are
14 branded ACE-inhibitors with
a very similar therapeutic profùe
available on the French pharmaceutical market. To establish a
substantial competitive advan-
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manufacturer sent the requested
scientific data 42 days later.
Moreover, the study found that
it was rare for the telephone
operator to connect a calI to the
right person first time.
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days.
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only half of them (that is one
third of the companies studied)
half
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approached did not send the were able to deliver scientific
bibliography, arguing that the advice or information by a medrequest was too large or that ical or pharmaceutical specialist
in less than 15 minutes. Morethey did not have the facilities
to provide it. Only one of the over, the head offices of sorne
companies called the doctor the leading international companies
day it received the request to had no telephone operator on
ask him to be more selective
dut y after 5.30pm, making it
regarding
his bibliography
impossible to contact anybody
until the next working day, or
request, which was intentiontwo days later if the calI is made
ally extensive.
For the same request formu- on Friday evening.
Bad experiences such as
lated by telephone, 43% of the
companies contacted did nOt these may ultimately result in a
answer. Around a third of the GP switching to a competitor
companies
sent documents that operates a better informawithin five days, and one drug tion service out of business
hours. Indeed, what this study
illustrates is a missed opportunity for the company; first to
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differentiate itself from its comquaJity
quality
petitors by delivering a quality
service to the prescriber, secondIy to overcome efficiently a
problem the prescriber faced
with the company' s product,
and thirdly to strengthen prescriber loyalty. Of course it
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could be argued that few docquaIily
quaIity
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tors contact companies with
problems they are experiencing
map of quality mix performauce ranking.

tage, differentiation alohg the
other two dimensions of the quality mix - corporate image and/or
service - may be a serious option
to consider.
It is not surprising, therefore,
that more and more companies
are starting to implement new
communication strategies in
order to build a stronger corporate image. An interesting
example is the French-based
company, Laboratoires Servier,
which for years has used press
releases and other techniques to
tell the medical community and
the general public about its
research activities. The company also organises visits for
GPs and specialists to its
research facilities and manufacturing plant, and has been active
in highlighting the importance
of its efforts in terms of
employment and exports, two
themes which convey, along
with research, an attractive
image.
Servier is an unusual exampIe, however, and in the pharmaceutical industry corporate
communication is still very limited. ln France· fewer than ten
companies, including Pfizer,
Glaxo, and Roche, advertise in
professional journals, and none
of them seems to have built an
integrated institutional communication strategy, conveying a
strong, consistent and original
corporate identity.
The quality of service available to prescribers - the second
most valued component of the
quality mix - may become an
increasingly important option
for differentiation. Bain & Co
and the ESCP recently evaluated
the quality of the services
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offered by the leading pharmaceutical companies operating in
France.
For the purpose of the study,
a medical doctor sent a standard
written request for scientific
documents to 30 major pharma-
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specialists is important in limiting the
with their products, and there- communication with prescribers. disastrous snowball effect on
fore it is not worth investing in
The worst that can happen prescriptions of a trendsetter disservices for such a limited num- for a pharmaceutical company
appointed by a product. Other
ber of prescribers.
is to lose a prescriber without factors in decreasing order of
According to the Technical knowing it, and without know- importance are: the excessive
number of medical calls, the
Assistance Research Programme ing why. ln fact, if companies
(TARP) sponsored by The knew what it reaHy cost to lose entry of new products on the
White House Office of Con- a prescriber, they would set market, and problems with the
sumer Affairs in 1979 and strategies and design action medical representatives (Figure
updated in 1986, 96% of cus- plans to retain them. By solicit- 4). Interestingly, industry executomers do not inform suppliers ing feedback from defecting tives were again out of touch
about the problems they face preseribers, pharmaceutical com- with the needs of GPs, overestiwith a product. However, con- panies could identify the weak- mating the impact of negative
sidering that they inform nine or nesses and strengthen them words-of-mouth and poor product knowledge on the part of the
ten other people of their prob- before profits start to decline.
lems and that 95% of the cuscompany's sales force.
The quality mix is undoubttomers whose complaints have Product defection
been satisfactorily and rapidly
The major causes of defec- edly the starting point for prehand1ed state they will repur- tion were identified during face scriber retention. AH three comchase the product, it is essential to face interviews with pre- ponents of the quality mix
to put incentives in place for scribers in the Bain/ESCP study. influence a GP's prescription
clients to inform suppliers of Sorne 46% of GPs said that bad behaviour. The perceived qualany problems. This can be results observed with drugs were ity of a product certainly plays a
achieved by pharmaceutical responsible for either reduced predominant role, but it rarely
companies establishing conve- prescribing of that drug or a ensures a clear competitive
nient, direct and continuous switch to another product. This advantage. The remaining two
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parameters of the quality mix
must be descriminant enough to
enable the prescriber to differentiate products whose therapeutie profiles are too similar.
To achieve this, pharmaceutical
marketing needs to shift its
emphasis from product to service. Such an approach would
have direct implications on the
way the doctor/company relationship is managed. Specific
focus should also be given to
the root causes of a prescriber's
defection, to defining priority
actions, and to designing corrective action plans.
Optimising the three components of the quality mix might
effect a positive influence on
doctor's prescribing behaviour
by increasing loyalty. Considering the positive correlation established by economic models
between the level of customer
loyalty and company profitability, strategies designed to optimise quality mix must bring with
them a competitive edge.
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Reports of this study are
available free of charge from
Bain & Co, 18 rue-Hamelin,
75116 Paris, France. Tel: 1
4505 7575. Fax: 1 4505 1385.
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